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DEAN SWIFT'S DEAFNESS

Since Sir William Wilde in 1849 diagnosed Swift's chronic
illness as due to cerebral congestion of a periodic character,
and Bucknill in 1882 more precisely as Meniere's disease,
numerous attempts have been made to explain some features
of Swift's life which are not readily explicable on the basis
of these diagnoses. Bucknill tried to account for such resi-
dual features as aphasia, right facial paralysis, and, possibly,
inability to use the hands, by a diagnosis of hemiplegia in
addition to Meni&re's disease. Until Wilde's essay appeared
it was generally assumed that Swift was insane. The bio-
graphers certainly made much of his eccentric behaviour, and
it is indeed difficult to draw a hard-and-fast line between
the admitted senile dementia from which Swift suffered in
his last five years and the growing eccentricities which induced
him in his sixth decade to chase his guests round the Deanery
for exercise. It was Wilde's achievement, however, to show
that there was no deterioration of Swift's intellectual capacity
until the terminal phase, and with this view T. G. Wilson
fully agrees.' In reviewing the evidence on which the various
diagnoses of Swift's illness have been advanced, Wilson accepts
Meniere's disease and senile dementia but rejects hemiplegia.
He shows that the need for introduLcing an additional lesion
arose out of a series of misunderstandings and a reliance by
Bucknill on secondary sources. He admits the existence of
the aphasia, but argues that this must be ascribed to the senile
dementia. Swift's inability to use his hands is disputed, and
Wilson shows that this reading is based on an obscure passage
describing Swift's behaviour towards the terminal stage.
Althougfi his meat was " served up ready cut," the fact that
he would "eat it walking " argues against hemiplegia.
Further, the right facial palsy appears to be poorly substanti-
ated. According to Wilson Sir Walter Scott's reading of the
death masks was quite erroneous and Wilde's correction of
Scott's errors do not go far enough. From a re-examination
of these masks Wilson is satisfied that there is no evidence
whatever of any facial palsy. He concludes, therefore, that
Swift suffered from Meniere's disease, which plagued him
throughout his life, and from senile dementia after the age
of 70, which could hardly have influenced his creative activi-
ties to any extent. Mni&re's disease fits in with Swift's symp-
toms so well that there is no difficulty in accepting this diag-
nosis to the exclusion of such alternatives as otosclerosis and
syphilitic labyrinthitis. Jonathan Swift's contemporaries under-
stood his bodily ailments no more than they understood
his fierce indignation which lacerated the heart."

OLD PHYSICIANS OF BUXTON
Two lectures in the nature of a medical history of Buxton
have been delivered to the Buxton Archaeological Society by
MIr. Ernest Axon, F.S.A., and have been reprinted by the
Buxtont Advertiser. In the first lecture Mr. Axon dealt with
some of the doctors who before 1700 were connected with or
wrote about the Derbyshire spa. The first book in praise
of Buxton waters was by Dr. John Jones in 1572. It was
entitled The Benefit of the aiuncient Bathles of Buckston6s,
which cureth most greeiuouis Sicknesses, nieuter before ptublishied,
and was dedicated to the Earl of Shrewsbury, the patron of
the baths. Jones pleaded for a resident physician, that he
might not only "counsel people how better to use God's
benefits," but also "adapt theire bodyes, makinge artificiall
Bathes." He also had a scheme whereby rich patients were
to pay certain charges according to their rank, the resulting
revenue to be divided between the poor and the resident doctor.
The scale of charges was to range from 12d. for a y,eoman
to £3 lOs. for a duke.
The next physician of importance to write about Buxton

was Sir John Floyer, a physician who valued the tepid Buxton
waters for their comparative coolness. His book, An enqu(iry
into the righ1t ulse and abulses of th1e hot, cold and tem?perate
hat/is in England, was published in 1697, was mostly devoted
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to the Buxton waters. and was dedicated to the Duke of
Devonshire. Floyer comments on the fact that the bathers
v.ent in naked, and thinks "the men ought to use drawers,
and the women shifts of linnen or flannel. But custom hath
taught the sexes to have separate times of bathing." In
Flover's time the common practice was to stay at Buxton a
week: Jones had advised a much longer period-from four-
teen to forty days. Another medical writer was Charles Leigh,
whose book, published in 1700, speaks of cases of scorbutic
rheumatism "in persons that could not go before without the
help of Crutches. who came from thence to Manchester on
Foot without them."

In his second lectture Mr. Axon gave some account of Buxton
waters since 1700. In 1734 Dr. Thomas Short published an
important work on the history of the mineral waters of Derby-
shire and other counties. In, 1733 Dr. John Byrom of Man-
chester visited Buxton, and after drinking the water, which he
' preferred to Scarborough much," met a patient of Dr.
Che\ne's "who was given up at forty and is now above sixty,
very hearty considering." Ten years later Byrom was again
in BuLxton. and his diary contained the first reference to a
local medical man. for he says he "lay at the apothecary's
up town' and had his meals at the well. In 1768 a York
doctor, Alexander Hunter, published a book in praise of the
virtues of Buxton waters. He urged that the patient should
always consult a physician before taking the waters. In 1769
mention is made of " Mr. Buxton. a worthy and sensible
apothecary near the Wells." This was Samuel Buxton, who
later became " Mr. Buxton. surgeon"; according to a medical
list in 1779 he was the only medical man in Buxton; he died
there in 1826. Dr. George Pearson wrote a work on the
chemical history of the Buxton springs in 1784. During the
greater part of the eighteenth century Buxton had no resident
physician but more or less eminent physicians, ordinarily
practising at a distance, spent some part of the season in the-
town or accompanied wealthy patients to the spa. In the
Medical Directory for 1853 the names of'five doctors practising
there are given.

FELIX GERLIER, 1840-1914
This sear marks the centenary of the birth of Dr. Felix
Gerlier, a Swiss physician who was born at Ferney-Voltaire,
the son of a local practitioner. He qualified in Paris with
a thesis on death from cardiac concretions in diphtheria, and
then joined his father in practice in his native town. He took
part in the Franco-Prussian War as medical officer in the
French Army, and was for several years mayor of Ferney-
Voltaire, where he remained until his death on September 6,
1914. He is best known for his classical description of
epidemic paralysing vertigo, to which his name has been
attached. His first account of the disease was given before
the Societe Medicale de Geneve, of which he was a corre-
spwnding member, in November, 1886, and was published in
the following year in the Revue Medicale de la Suiisse
Romande. His subsequent papers on the subject appeared
in the same journal in 1887, 1888, and 1891, in the Archives
Gneziurales de Medecine in 1891, and in an abbreviated
form in the Bullletini de l'Academie de M&decine in 1900.
Gerlier's disease has a very limited geographical distribution,
being found only in the Pays de Gex in the neighbourhood of
Ferney, and in Japan, where it is known as kutbisa-gari.
Outbreaks occur in May and June, reach their height in the
summer, and cease in the winter. The disease has been found
in cats and fowls, and appears to have a close association with
horses and cattle, though these animals do not suffer from it
themselves. The symptoms consist in a sudden attack of
vertigo and generalized muscular weakness lasting for about
ten minutes and recurring daily or more frequently. Com-
plete recovery takes place with the onset of cold weather.
There is no specific treatment.

The March issue of the Blulletinl cf thle HistoJry of Medlicine,
which is dedicated to Dr. Arnold C. Klebs in honour of his
seventieth birthday, contains articles by Sir D'Arcy Power.
Sir HSumphry Rolleston, Professor' V. Putti, Drs. J. F. Fulton,
George Sarton Lynn Thorndyke, Raymond Pearl, and others.
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